
November 30, 2022 (Wednesday) to January 20, 2023 (Friday)

Please note that after 23:59 of January 20, acceptance of Abstract submission  
through the server will automatically be closed and submissions will no longer be 
accepted.

The Internet line is prospected to be busy just before the deadline, so we recommend 
you to register and submit your abstract early.

Application period

Application method

For the registration and abstract submission, please click the following site and 
change the language (Japanese to English) on the top right.

https://amarys-jtb.jp/se2023/

(1) Entry from the Registration button

・ You will be connected to the dedicated application website. Please note that you 
will need to register for My Page.

・ Please follow the instructions on the screen to pay the participation fee and review
fee.
・ Please be sure to register for participation before submitting your abstract 
application.

(2) Submission of abstract (presentation summary)
･ Please download and fill in the abstract template then submit via [Abstract 
Submission] in the participation registration system.

･ Up to 2 sheets of A4 paper for the abstract of the Idea Contest and Poster 
Presentation (English). Please provide attachments of your appendix such as 
pictures and diagrams if at all possible. The entire work is up to 7 sheets of A4 paper, 
including the abstract.

https://amarys-jtb.jp/se2023/


･ In the case of amendment and resubmission, please upload everything altogether 
including your attachments 

･ Please fill in the official name of schools.

･ Be mindful to select your stage- “idea”, “preliminary result”, or “research result”.

･ Please select the most appropriate high school subject for your work (*1).

･ Please refer to the following information if you have difficulties selecting the field 
as your work is cross-sectional/integrated.

[Information about field/subject selection]
P) Physics: engineering technologies/ manufacturing/ materials/ construction/ robot creation
C) Chemistry: food chemistry/ pollution remediation (close to chemical reactions)
B) Biology:  medicine/ life sciences/ agriculture/ sports science
E) Earth Science:  global environment/ calamity prevention/ astronomy/ fossils (here for    

prehistoric life)
M) Maths/ Information:  information processing/ program development/ robot control
O) Others:  (humanities and social sciences not including any scientific fields are not 
qualified) 

(*1) If none of the field is selected or the selected field is not optimal, please note 
that the secretariat may determine the most suitable field and change it. 

Details about Personal Information

･ The name of the winner, the school’s name and other information will be posted  
on our website and REPORTs.

･ On the presentation day, our organizer is going to take pictures/ snapshots to be  
used on our website and printings after screening. Your understanding is  
appreciated. We might also use them in the public relation activities of our sponsor 
corporates and Tsukuba Congress Center.

･ You need to submit a consent for treatment of portrait rights upon your application.


